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Machine Learning is responsible for vast lifestyle 
improvements and is expected to reach human-level 
Artificial Intelligence soon. The wealth of information 
gathered through machine learning and statistical 
pattern recognition is applied to almost every field to 
get programs to predict. From getting future traffic 
patterns, what the climate would be in the next couple 
of decades, self-driving cars, determining cancer, real-
estate value, predicting if a movie will be well received 
by a particular audience, face recognition, speech 
recognition and so much more, ML has shown great 
success with the right algorithms applied. So from 
threshold logic where it all began, to a brain's biological 
processes to neural networks and AI, millions of dollars 
are being poured into ML.

I keep trying to simplify the whole concept - realworld 
problems in all their complexities get treated by neat 
specialized algorithms and throw up solutions?  So, life 
or most things in life happens on correlations and 
patterns? Are we allowing machines to judge when it 
predicts that a person is likely to reoffend if granted 
parole?  ML is incomprehensible to a non-geek like me, 
but I am good just reading about how ML takes huge 
dimensions of data to build predictions, I am amazed 
when I read ML will aid us predict how specific species' 
genome will be expressed, about how ML can work its 
way thru our brains thru Artificial neural nets, etc., to 
me it sounds like realities pushing to sci-fi proportions 
when it is expected that some day we will have 
machines outdoing human intelligence.

We are going to see a whole new set of skills emerge. A 
study on the future of jobs by 'The World Economic 
Forum' predicts that 5 million jobs will be lost by 2020 
with AI, Robotics, Nanotechnology, and socio-
economic factors replacing the need for human 
workers.  But the study says the same technological 
advances will create 2.1 million new jobs in areas like 
arch i tecture ,  comput ing,  engineer ing  and 
mathematics.  We should appreciate the growing 
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demand for ML engineers and their fantastic 
opportunity to be a part of something huge. A 
computer science student doing a PhD on ML is assured 
employment in the best of companies that she / he can 
pick from.  So, what skills should we acquire to be of 
value as we stand on the threshold of the 'fourth 
industrial revolution'? Here's an answer from David 
Deming, Associate Prof. of Education and Economics at 
Harvard University – he says “soft skills like sharing and 
negotiating will be crucial…”  And I think, life turns full 
circle one more time…

Hope you enjoy this edition themed on Machine 
Learning.  We are proud to present GAVS' contribution 
to it - GAVel.  GAVel is a next-generation big data based 
predictive analytics and intelligence platform that uses 
intelligent & insightful data aggregation to enable 
'Service Intelligence' to provide proactive and 
predictive risk management. Read on for details.

Happy reading.

by Bindu Vijayan

Bindu Vijayan
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GAVS Updates

GAVel Coverage in Gartner Research

Gartner listed GAVS as one of the Service providers that 
provide Smart Machine based services (GAVel) for IT 
operational automation in the IT infrastructure space 
in their report titled “Smart Machines Will 
Fundamentally Change Infrastructure Outsourcing 
Services for the Better” by David Edward Ackerman & 
William Maurer. 

It is a proud moment for GAVS to have GAVel  listed 
amongst similar platforms from other service providers 
like IBM, Infosys, Wipro, TCS and HCL for its Machine 
Learning capabilities and for its predictive insight into 
infrastructure management. With the shift in focus 

towards Smart-Machine-based services to realize the 
full benefit of cost optimization enhancements, this 
once again stands as a significant testimony to GAVel's 
value proposition.

In a related development, subsequent to getting listed 
in the 'Cool Vendor' in ITSM2.0, 2016, GAVel is now 
listed in Gartner report – “Cool Vendors in Asia/Pacific, 
2016”. This report enlists vendors who provide "cool" 
solutions across a variety of industries and disciplines in 
the Asia/Pacific region.

Congratulations to the entire GAVel team for 
continuously elevating GAVel to the next level!

Microsoft showcased GAVel integration with 
Operations Management Suite (OMS) at the Microsoft 
Ignite event, held at Atlanta between Sep 25 and Sep 30. 

OMS powered by GAVel was showcased both at the pre-
event partner meeting and at the showcase session 'Build 
solutions with Operations Management Suite extensions 
and integration'. The pre-event session was handled by 
the MS Engineering team. Over 500 Microsoft Enterprise 
Cloud Partners attended the session.

Another Milestone for GAVel

At the showcase session attended by senior decision 

makers from various enterprises, Microsoft 
demonstrated how GAVel integrated with OMS to 

provide insights through predictive analytics. 

It is an important milestone for GAVel to be a part of 
Microsoft's strategy to provide extensions and 
integration with OMS to make it a sustainable hybrid 
cloud management solution. 

Avijit Kalita & Nagesh N represented GAVS at the event.

Congratulations, GAVel and Alliances & Partnership 
Team!

AT GAVS, WE CARE

Last year's floods in Chennai had caused huge losses to human life and 
property across Chennai, and the city needed a lot of help from donors for 
relief work.  Many GAVSians contributed generously, we thank you again. 

The flood relief money also helped set up a RO plant in the Government 
Higher Secondary School in Pallikaranai. It was a delight to see the smiles on 
the faces of the staff and students.
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Conference on Technology & Gender Equality

GAVS hosted a CSR conference along with USAID 
(USAID is the lead U.S. Government agency that works 
to end extreme global poverty and enable resilient, 
democratic societies to realize their potential), U. S. 
Consulate General, Chennai, American Chamber of 
Commerce, Madras Chamber of Commerce, and 
NextGen on 'Technology & Gender Equality' as part of a 
series of CSR dialogues.

The event was on 18 October, 2016, at our GAVS facility 
and was well attended.

USAID, U.S. Consulate General Chennai,
American Chamber of Commerce in India, GAVS Technologies, NextGen 

& Madras Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Invite you to
Partnering For Change: A Series of CSR Dialogues
to share innovations and develop partnerships

Gender Equality & Technology
Tuesday, 18th October 2016

9:00 AM - 12:30 PM
9:00 AM - 9:90 AM Registration

Venue: GAVS Techologies No.11, Old Mahabalipuram Road, Sholinganallur, Chennai
RSVP: Garima Agarwal  +91 7022259493

Please Note: For security reason, please do not bring laptops. 
If your require parking, please let us know in advance.

garimaagarwal@nextgenpms.com

We had thought provoking keynote sessions by Peter Bendor-Samuel, CEO & 
Founder, Everest Group and Prof. Ian MacMillan, Dhirubhai Ambani Professor 
of Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Wharton School of Business and a CIO 
panel discussion moderated by Sumit. 

The event was well received by the CXO executives from our various client and 
prospect organizations.

GAVS Annual client event

GAVS' annual client event,
 enGAge 2016 was held on Friday,

October 7, at New York City.

en ge

Siddha Medical Awareness Camp

Admin had arranged for a 'Siddha' 
medical awareness camp for three 
d a y s  a n d  w e  h a d  D r.  M .  
Maragathamani  and Dr.  M.  
Sachidanandam available inhouse 
for consultations.
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Regarded as one of the most powerful disruptive 
technologies over the next 10 years, Smart Machines 
would start to impact every industry. The need for 
harnessing the most powerful and abundant unnatural 
resource – DATA to adapt to new situations and solve 
more unprecedented problems being the prime factor 
behind the impact. 

Smart Machine technologies can learn on their own 
and can produce unanticipated results through their 
experiences and not wholly dependent on human 
instructions. The new cutting edge technology - 

Ÿ Thrives in dealing with high level of complexity 
and uncertainty

Ÿ Makes use of probabilistic decision making

Ÿ Understands task-specific contexts

Ÿ Weaves behaviour and usage patterns and thus 
learn on their own

Ÿ Multitudes of uses

'Smart machines are divided into three categories: 
Movers, Doers and Sages. 

Movers: Autonomous robots that move items from 
points A to B without human intervention. 

Doers: Robots that use sensors, cameras and machine 
learning to perform complex tasks like scheduling or 
handling and manipulating small objects.

Sages: Information-based helpers that rely on context 
and a familiarity with their users' environments and 
patterns to provide options and recommendations.'

Though Movers and Doers will take few more years to 

Quoted by Tom Austin - Gartner VP and 
Fellow in his session 'The Next Great 
Disruption: Smart Machines and their 

Technical, Business, Economic & Social Impact'

The Digital Sages By Mary Sreeja

What Is GAVel?

GAVel is a next-generation big data based predictive 
analytics and intelligence platform that uses intelligent 
& insightful data aggregation to enable 'Service 
Intelligence' to provide proactive and predictive risk 
management. 

The predictive algorithms correlates events and hidden 
patterns within this data to empower IT users and the 
business to make insightful decisions to manage 
operations efficiently.

GAVel synergizes with the major game changers in the 
analytics' spectrum – Big data, Advanced Analytics and 
Predictive Engines for improved & intelligent IT operations.

reach the moment of truth, it's the Sages – the 
information type advisors that have started off creating 
the first impact of man-machine collaboration. 

Organizations have understood that Smart Machines 
and Sages are not spectator sport anymore. They are 
real time technologies growing fast and various players 
have already started init iatives,  few have 
conceptualized ideas and few are there in the Sage 
league already. 

As an enthused student and an avid observer, GAVS 
technologies has always been engrossed by emerging 
and niche technologies. To keep ourselves in pace with 
the fast momentum GAVS have ideated, conceptualized 
and implemented our IP based Analytics platform 
'GAVel' – our answer to the rising trend of predictive 
analytics and autonomous machines.
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What makes GAVel able?

GAVel has been made unique through the balanced 
combination of cognitive learning and predictive 
correlations. The major components of GAVel are 
briefly described below:

Service Desk: 

GAVel's Service Desk component enables enterprises 
to view day-to-day functioning of IT operations, 
leading to improved transparency & user experience. 

Service Intelligence

GAVel's Service Intelligence component prevents 
occurrence of critical business incidents due to 
infrastructure or application issues, through effective 
use of prescriptive and predictive algorithms. 

How does GAVel Predict?

GAVel, integrates multiple streams of information to 
provide '360 degree' view of the enterprise and 
correlates the events and incidents to provide better 
root cause analysis and thus create predictions.

Ÿ GAVel Ticket Volume Model (TVM) predicts future 
event based on current events, thereby reduces 
the number of logged events 

Ÿ GAVel's capacity planning and event identification 
predicts future infrastructure events, thereby 
reduces unplanned IT infrastructure downtime.

Ÿ GAVel sentiment analysis engine accurately 
measures user satisfaction. 

Ÿ GAVel's Estimated Time for completion (ETC) helps 
in expectation setting with users to enable better 
user satisfactions. 

Ÿ GAVel's event identification algorithm renders the 
capability to see which events are potential issues 
and which are not. 

Ÿ Alongside the predictive engines and algorithms, 
GAVel has also been facilitated with statistical 
methods that has been blended with best of Data 
Scientists and Machine Learning applied to scroll 
through huge amount of data

GAVel has redefined routine IT operations and have 
various unique features that would help us in informed 
predictions.

Ÿ GAVel help in Capacity planning, System Failure 
Prediction and  Proactive monitoring 

Ÿ GAVel has redesigned  service improvements – 
Transparent customer experience and sentiment 
analysis

Ÿ Our GAVel BOT can amplify Self-help

Ÿ GAVel forms patterns and correlations with events 
and incidents

Ÿ GAVel proactively monitors critical applications for 
show stoppers

Ÿ Ticket triaging has a new meaning

Ÿ Rich Visualization through dashboards 

GAVel Unique Features

Machine Learning: Algorithms By Abhinav Jain

To understand about algorithms for 
Machine Learning, we must understand 
what exactly Machine Language does. 
Data can hold secrets and with lots of data 
about something, you can examine the 
data in numerous ways to find patterns. 
These patterns, often too complex to be 
detected by human eyes, can tell what is 
hidden inside.

This is exactly what machine learning 
does: It examines large volumes of 
historical data by looking for patterns, 
then generates code to recognize those 

patterns in new data. Applications can use this 
generated code to make better predictions. In 
other words, machine learning can help 
create smarter applications.

In order to identify the patterns hidden in the 
data, there has to be an algorithm. There are 
so many algorithms available and it can get 
overwhelming when algorithm names are thrown around and you 
are expected to just know what they are and where they fit. We can 
categories these into 2 broader categories, namely:

Ÿ Learning Style: It is popular in machine learning and artificial 
intelligence, to first consider the learning styles that an 
algorithm can adopt.
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Ÿ Similarity: Algorithms are grouped by similarity in 
terms of their functioning (how they work).

Learning Style algorithms are the ones with the ability of 
a learning machine to perform accurately on new, 
unseen examples/tasks after having experienced a 
learning data set. These are further classified into 3 types:

This algorithm consists of a target variable (or 
dependent variable) which is derived from a given set 
of independent variables. Using these set of variables, 
a function map the inputs to desired outputs.  This is 
done through a training process where it is required to 
make predictions and is corrected when those 
predictions are wrong. The training process continues 
until the model achieves a desired level of accuracy on 
the training data. Example algorithms include: 

Ÿ Logistic Regression and 

Ÿ Back Propagation Neural Network.

In this algorithm, there are no target variables to 
predict or estimate.  It is used for clustering population 
in different groups, which is widely used for 
segmenting customers in different groups for specific 
intervention. Examples of Unsupervised Learning: 

Ÿ Apriori algorithm and  K-means. 

There is a desired prediction problem but the model 
must learn the structures to organize the data as well as 
make predictions. Using this algorithm, the machine is 
trained to make specific decisions. Consider this 
scenario: The machine is exposed to an environment 
where it trains itself continually using trial and error 
methods and continues to work till the best possible 
knowledge to make accurate business decisions are 
achieved. Example of Reinforcement Learning: 

Ÿ Markov Decision Process.

Algorithms are also grouped by similarity in terms of 
their function. This is a useful grouping method, but it is 
not perfect. There are still algorithms that could just as 
easily fit into multiple categories like Learning Vector 
Quantization that is both a neural network inspired 
method and an instance-based method. There are also 
categories that have the same name that describes the 
problem and the class of algorithm such as Regression 
and Clustering. 

1. Supervised Learning

2. Unsupervised Learning

3. Semi-Supervised / Reinforcement Learning

1. Regression Algorithms

2. Instance-based Algorithms

3. Regularization Algorithms

4. Decision Tree Algorithms

5. Bayesian Algorithms

Regression is concerned with modelling the relationship 
between variables that are iteratively refined using a 
measure of error in the predictions made by the model. 
This may be confusing because regression can be used 
to refer to the class of problem and the class of 
algorithm. Really, regression is a process.

Instance-based Algorithm is a learning model which 
takes a decision for the problem with instances or 
examples of training data that are deemed important 
or required to the model. Such methods typically build 
up a database of example data and compare new data 
to the database using a similarity measure in order to 
find the best match and make a prediction. 

An extension made to another method (typically 
regression methods) that penalizes the complex 
models and favors the much simpler models that are 
also better at generalizing. Regularization algorithms 
are comparatively more popular, powerful and are 
generally simple modifications made to other methods.

Decision tree methods refers to constructing a model 
of decisions made based on actual values of attributes 
in the data. Decision fork is a tree structure, until a 
prediction decision is made for a given scenario. 
Decision trees are trained on data for classification and 
regression problems. Decision trees are often fast and 
accurate and a big favorite in machine learning.

Bayesian methods are those that explicitly apply Bayes' 
Theorem for problems such as classification & 
regression.
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6. Clustering Algorithms

Clustering, like regression, describes the grouping of 
the available data based on the various common 
attributes. Clustering algorithms are typically used in 
the modelling approaches such as centroid-based and 
hierarchal. 

All methods are concerned with using the inherent 
structures in the data to best organize the data into 
groups of maximum commonality.

There are many other algorithms which are not covered 
in this. The purpose of this article was to provide 
introduction to the various algorithms used in machine 
learning.

References: 
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com;
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu;

 https://azure.microsoft.com

Value Stream Mapping By Sandhya Prasad

Value stream mapping (VSM) is a lean-management 
method for analyzing the current state of activities and 
designing and transforming them to future state of 
activities that take a product or service to the customer. 
To make it simple, VSM is a mantra that is often used 
along with Lean technique to analyze and design process 
flows at the system level (across multiple processes). 
Although VSM is often associated with manufacturing, it 
is also used in service related industries, healthcare, 
software development / support.

A value stream map can be created by categorizing 
activities into three segments: value adding, non-value 
adding and value enabling.

Value add - Value Adding Activities are any activities 
that add value to the customer's need and meet the 
three criteria as mentioned below.

1. The activity transforms the item or service toward 
completion.

2. The activity is done right the first time (no rework 
step)

3. The customer cares (or would pay) for the activity 
done

To make it simple value added 
activity is activity that a customer 
would be happy to pay for.

Non-value add - Non-value added 
activities refer to process steps 
that the customer is not willing to 
pay for, or those activities that a 
customer does not care for. Non-Value Adding 
Activities add to the cost of doing business. Typical non-
value adding activities include rework and any of the 8 
Muda's (wastes – Transport, unutilized Inventory, 
Motion, Waiting time, Over production, Over 
processing, Defects, Skills underutilizing).

Value enabled or value essential or required activities 
- are activities that do not directly add value to a 
customer, but must be performed to support value 
adding activities. They are therefore necessary to 
enable value adding activities;  these activities include 
training, reviews, testing, auditing and approval.

The focus or goal of this VSM is on identifying and 
eliminating the non-value added activities in each 
process step and reducing the wait time between 
consecutive steps wherever possible (transition time). 
Value enabling activities, however, cannot be totally 
eliminated from a system. Instead, they can be 
automated where ever possible.

Non-Value-Added - Activities that consume resources but 
creates no value in the yes of the customer

Non-Value-Added Required - activities that add no value 
but which cannot be eliminated due to regulations, 
customer requirement, current technology, etc.

Value-Added - activities which change the form, fit, 
function, or usability and which the customer is willing to 
pay for and which is done right the first time

V.A.
N.V.A.

V.A.
N.V.A.

Operation As Is After Implementation
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To measure VSM we use the metrics “Process Cycle Time Efficiency”

Process Cycle Time Efficiency = (Value add time / Total processing time)*100

Process Cycle Time Efficiency = (255 Mins (4 hrs. 15 Mins) / 720 Mins (12 hrs.))*100 = 35.5%

Remaining 64.5 % of effort is Non value add time or Muda that needs to be eliminated

Steps to develop a Value Stream Mapping

Step 1: Identifying the process and sub-process in the lifecycle

Let's imagine we have a process where the activities go through these steps:

Request-> Approve-> Requirements-> Sign off-> Analysis-> Design-> Code-> Review-> Test-> Deploy.

Step 2: Capture the time from start to finish of the process and sub-process

After writing down the steps, consider how long does each of these tasks take? In other words, from the start of 
requirements until their end, how much time does it take?

Total Time Taken (TT): 0.5+8+160+8+100+120+280+25+240+8 = 949.5 Hrs.

Waiting before 
defect is 

worked onTester Developer

Waiting for 
daily build 
and deploy

Waiting 
before retest

15 mins

Tester

4 hours 4 hours 4 hours2 hours 2 hours

Raises a 
defect

Fix defect Run retest

Request
0.5 Hrs.

Approve
8 Hrs.

Requirements
160 Hrs.

Sign Off
8 Hrs.

Analysis
100 Hrs.

Design
120 Hrs.

Code 
280 Hrs.

Reviews
25 Hrs.

Tests
240 Hrs.

Deploy
8 Hrs.
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Step 3: Capture how much time was spent actually executing the process

Now let us capture the time which was actually spent on performing that activity for example for “actual providing 
the approval” it takes just max of 1 Hr. however “Approval Process” takes 8 Hrs. due to many reasons like approver 
handling other activities and then taking up this activity. 

Actual Time in Hrs. (AH): 0.5+1+100+1+60+100+200+25+200+5 = 692.5 Hrs.

Total Time (TT): 0.5+8+160+8+100+120+280+25+240+8 = 949.5 Hrs.

Step4: Capture the time between the process and sub-process (Transition time and/or waiting time)

Let us now capture the time taken in between each process or sub process the transition time or wait time as 
shown below

Actual Time in Hrs. (AH): 0.5+1+100+1+60+100+200+25+200+5 = 692.5 Hrs.

Total Time Taken (TT) + Transition Time Taken: (0.5+8+160+8+100+120+280+25+240+8) + 
(5+8+3+9+15+4+9+9+20) = 1031.5 Hrs.

Request
AH - 0.5 Hr.
TT - 0.5 Hr.

Approve
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Requirements
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 160 Hr.

Sign Off
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Analysis
AH - 60 Hr.
TT - 100 Hr.

Design
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 120 Hr.

Code 
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 280 Hr.

Reviews
AH - 25 Hr.
TT - 25 Hr.

Tests
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 240 Hr.

Deploy
AH - 5 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Request
AH - 0.5 Hr.
TT - 0.5 Hr.

Approve
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Requirements
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 160 Hr.

Sign Off
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Analysis
AH - 60 Hr.
TT - 100 Hr.

Design
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 120 Hr.

Code 
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 280 Hr.

Reviews
AH - 25 Hr.
TT - 25 Hr.

Tests
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 240 Hr.

Deploy
AH - 5 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.15 Hr.

5 Hr. 8 Hr. 3 Hr. 9 Hr.

4 Hr. 9 Hr. 9 Hr. 20 Hr.
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In the above mentioned example

20% of design effort (20 Hrs.) is taken for design rework, 

20% of coding effort (40 Hrs.) is spent for code review 

defect fix and 

30% of coding effort (60 Hrs.) is spent on bug fix after 

testing 

When we calculate the above we get

Actual Time in Hrs. (AH): 

0.5+1+100+1+60+100+200+25+200+5 = 692.5 Hrs.

Total Time Taken (TT) + Transition Time Taken + 

Rework process time: 

(0.5+8+160+8+100+120+280+25+240+8) + 

(1+2+1+2+3+1+3+3+3) + (20+40+60) =1151.5 Hrs. 

Step 6: Calculate the cycle time efficiency – Process 

Cycle time Efficiency (As is process)

Now let us calculate Process Cycle Time Efficiency

The formula is Process Cycle Time Efficiency = (Value 

add time / Total processing time)*100

F ro m  t h e  a b ove  exa m p l e  ( A H / T T ) * 1 0 0  =  

(692.5/1151.5)*100 = 60.12 %

So 39.88% of time is Muda or Non-Value Add activities

Step 5: Identify any loop backs processes or repetitive process or sub process (Over Processing)

Repetitive processes are activities that are performed again and again. In the example we are following, repetitive 
process could be rework on defects and bugs after review and testing.

Step 7: Category the process steps as Value add, Value 
enable and Non value add process 

Request
AH - 0.5 Hr.
TT - 0.5 Hr.

Approve
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Requirements
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 160 Hr.

Sign Off
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Analysis
AH - 60 Hr.
TT - 100 Hr.

Design
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 120 Hr.

Code 
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 280 Hr.

Reviews
AH - 25 Hr.
TT - 25 Hr.

Tests
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 240 Hr.

Deploy
AH - 5 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

15 Hr.

30% of coding effort for testing rework

20% of Design effort for design rework

20% of coding effort 
for code review rework

5 Hr. 8 Hr. 3 Hr. 9 Hr.

4 Hr. 9 Hr. 9 Hr. 20 Hr.

Process / Sub Process Value analysis category

Request Value add 

Approve Value enable

Requirements Value add

Sign Off Value enable

Analysis Value add

Designing Value add

Coding Value add

Review Value enable

Testing Value enable

Rework for Review Non Value add

Rework for Testing Non Value add

Deployment Value add

Transition time Non Value add
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Step 8: Optimize the process using Poka yoke (Mistake Proofing), Jidoka (Automation) and 5S (Sort, Set in Order, 
Shine, Standardize and Sustain) or other methods.

Process / Sub 
Process

Value analysis 
category

Optimize the process

Request Value add 

Approve Value enable
Can use Jidoka for auto 

approval

Requirements Value add

Sign Off Value enable
Can use Jidoka for auto sign 

off

Analysis Value add

Designing Value add

Coding Value add

Review Value enable
Can use Jidoka for auto 

Review

Testing Value enable
Can use Jidoka for auto 

Testing

Process / Sub 
Process

Value analysis 
category

Optimize the process

Rework for Review Non Value add

At the time of Requirement, 
Analysis,  Design and Coding 
itself we can use Poka yoke 
to minimize the defects so 
that this activity time could 

be saved

Rework for Testing Non Value add

At the time of Requirement, 
Analysis,  Design and Coding 
itself we can use Poka yoke 
to minimize the defects so 
that this activity time could 

be saved

Deployment Value add

Transition time Non Value add
Try to reduce or eliminate 

transition time.

Step 9: Implement the changed process in phases or big bang method

In the below mentioned steps let us automate the yellow process(Approval, Signoff, Review, Test) and try to 
eliminate the orange process (Rework effort) and transaction time.

Request
AH - 0.5 Hr.
TT - 0.5 Hr.

Approve
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Requirements
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 160 Hr.

Sign Off
AH - 1 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

Analysis
AH - 60 Hr.
TT - 100 Hr.

Design
AH - 100 Hr.
TT - 120 Hr.

Code 
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 280 Hr.

Reviews
AH - 25 Hr.
TT - 25 Hr.

Tests
AH - 200 Hr.
TT - 240 Hr.

Deploy
AH - 5 Hr.
TT - 8 Hr.

15 Hr.

30% of coding effort for testing rework

20% of Design effort for design rework

20% of coding effort 
for code review rework

5 Hr. 8 Hr. 3 Hr. 9 Hr.

4 Hr. 9 Hr. 9 Hr. 20 Hr.

Step 10: Improve the process following the steps again (Continuous Improvement)
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Coffee
with

Star Team
Let's hear from the GAVel Team

“The strength of the team is each individual member.  The strength of each 
member is the team.” - Phil Jackson

Here's the GAVel team of 17 successful people talking to us about their team 
work, team spirit and success story in a few rapid-fire round of questions.

Which word can best describe the 
quality of you team/team members?  
Why?

Team's success factor

Describe your biggest success in business.  How do 
you recharge to keep up the good work?

We've won a few titles that has made GAVS proud:  

Ÿ Cool Vendors in ITSM 2.0

Ÿ Cool Vendors in Asia/Pacific, 2016

Ÿ GAVel Sentiment Analysis Accelerator 
Program with Societe Generale

Ÿ GAVel @ Microsoft Ignite

How do you think the other team members at 
GAVS see you?

We could be considered as a 'New Beginning of Product 
Transformation'
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GAVel, what's your strong 
sense of direction today (at 
present)?

Decide on what you want, set your 
goals and stay focused on it.

Message for GAVSians

Our secret to success is: “The best 
teamwork comes from the team working 
independently towards one goal in 
unison based on the RITE values.”

What is that ONE activity that your team likes 
to do every day at work, which gets you 
inspired to work?

First things first.  It's all about: “Team Collaboration”

What do you do as a team to keep yourselves, especially the new 
comers; engaged, alive, excited and contributing to GAVel?

We make the team understand the vision, involve-in and give ownership to 
each individual

How do you internally reward/recognize the 
team member's behavior?

We simply believe in - Constant feedback with 
recognition

Can you enumerate 2 things that you'd like to change as a team in 
GAVS that could make successful employees?

We believe that, persistent hard work and focus towards the Organization 
Goal, especially to place GAVel as the next-generation predictive intelligence 
platform could bring about positive changes around the organization.
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V I E W P O I N T

Machine Learning: J.A.R.V.I.S is not far away By Sourav Bhattacharya

Back when I was a wee lad, reading was an integral 
part of my life. And I read pretty much 
anything I could lay my grubby paws on in 
the school library. I always seemed to 
prefer the cozy confines of the 
library to the blistering 
sunlight in the playfield. 
So while my classmates 
made friends with their local 
made bats, Cosco cricket balls & 
footballs, I was busy making friends 
with Batman, Superman, Tintin & Captain 
Haddock, Nancy Drew, The Hardy Boys, The 
Famous Five and their ilk. As time went on, people 
changed and so did their friends. Soon, the local bats 
were replaced with prized English willow & animal hide 
covered cricket balls. I, too, moved on to bigger and 
better books, such as Agatha Christie, P.G Wodehouse, 
Sir A.C Doyle, etc. etc. While mysteries of Nancy Drew 
were quickly replaced by thrillers from Alistair 
MacLean, I could never find a suitable replacement for 
my super friends. Until I met Tony Stark, that is.

Tony Stark as a superhero was a revelation! It took a 
sledge hammer to the whole concept of being a super 
hero. A certified genius, billionaire, playboy, 
philanthropist & patriot who kicks super villains to 
kingdom come in his Iron Man suit. Sure Batman & 
Superman can do all of the above, but they're not quite 
as flamboyant as Iron Man. However, there's one thing 
which really sets apart Tony Stark from the 
conventional breed of superheroes. It's J.A.R.V.I.S, 
short for Just A Rather Very Intelligent System. 
J.A.R.V.I.S is Tony's Stark's artificially intelligent 
computer, house keeper, battle advisor, sarcasm 
provider, all rolled into one unique entity. It's also the 
reason why Tony Stark is such an awesome superhero. 

Because whenever Tony wants to figure 
something out, J.A.R.V.I.S is there to help. Plus, 

it isn't just some fancy digital assistant 
which can Google the internet and 

return search results about 
weather. J.A.R.V.I.S behaves 

almost like a human, 
which is what makes it so 

special. So Tony and J.A.R.V.I.S 
c a n  h a v e  s p e c t a c u l a r  

conversations with each other. Witty 
banter aside, while artificial intelligence is 

at the surface of J.A.R.V.I.S, the core is all 
machine learning.

Now, in today's world, machine learning is not a new 
term. But if you're not sure about what it actually is or 
how it works, fret not. The simplest way to understand 
machine learning is to think about application of 
statistical models to a specific data set in order to make 
relatively intelligent predictions about data you don't 
have. Because of the rapid generation of new data, 
availability of massive amounts of compute power and 
ease of use of new machine learning platforms, we 
expect to see more and more applications that 
generate real-time predictions and continuously get 
better over time. In other words, the goal is to devise 
learning algorithms that do the learning automatically 
without human intervention or assistance. The 
machine learning paradigm can be viewed as 
“programming by example & learning by experience.” 
But rather than program the computer to solve the task 
directly, in machine learning, we seek methods by 
which the computer will come up with its own program 
based on examples that we provide. Machine learning 
is a core subarea of artificial intelligence. It is unlikely 
that we will be able to build any kind of intelligent 

In other words, the goal is to devise learning algorithms that do the learning automatically without 
human intervention or assistance. The machine learning paradigm can be viewed as 
“programming by example & learning by experience.”
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system capable of any of the facilities that we associate 
with intelligence, such as language or vision, without 
using learning to get there. These tasks are otherwise 
simply too difficult to solve. Further, we would not 
consider a system to be truly intelligent if it were 
incapable of learning since learning is at the core of 
intelligence.

Over the past few years, people have doubtlessly 
noticed quantum leaps in the quality of a wide range of 
everyday technologies. Most obviously, the speech-
recognition functions on our smartphones work much 
better than they used to. When we use a voice 
command to call our spouses, we reach them now. We 
aren't connected to a bank's tech support or that 
annoying friend we actively avoid. In fact, we are 
increasingly interacting with our computers by just 
talking to them, whether its Amazon's Alexa, Apple's 
Siri, Microsoft's Cortana, or the many voice-responsive 
features of Google. Machine translation and other 
forms of language processing have also become far 
more convincing, with Google, Microsoft, Facebook, 
and Baidu unveiling new tricks every month. Google 
Translate now renders spoken sentences in one 
language into spoken sentences in another for 32 pairs 
of languages, while offering text translations for 103 
tongues, including Cebuano, Igbo, and Zulu. There are 
features that let you search or automatically organize 
collections of photos with no identifying tags. You can 
ask to be shown, say, all the ones that have dogs in 
them, or snow, or even something fairly abstract like 
hugs! To gather up, for example, dog pictures, the app 
must identify anything from a Chihuahua to a German 
shepherd and not be tripped up if the pup is upside 
down or partially obscured, at the right of the frame or 
the left, in fog or snow, sun or shade. At the same time it 
needs to exclude wolves and cats. Using pixels alone. 
How is all that possible? Two words: Machine Learning.

The most remarkable thing about machine learning is 
that no human being has programmed a computer to 

perform any of the stunts described above. In fact, no 
human could. Programmers have, rather, fed the 
computer a learning algorithm, exposed it to terabytes 
of data—hundreds of thousands of images or years' 
worth of speech samples—to train it, and have then 
allowed the computer to figure out for itself how to 
recognize the desired objects, words, or sentences. In 

short, such computers can now teach themselves. You 
essentially have software writing software. With 
Machine learning's help, AI will get to that science 
fiction state we've so long imagined! So based on 
current trends and advances in A.I & Machine Learning, 
it won't be long before something like J.A.R.V.I.S 
become a reality. Which is without a doubt as amazing 
as it sounds. As I see it, it won't be long till the following 
conversation actually happens:

You: J.A.R.V.I.S, order me a Pizza, will you?

J.A.R.V.I.S: Certainly sir, would you like to have the 
Quattro Fromaggio again? A classic white pie with 
ricotta cheese, mozzarella, parmesan & romano 
cheese? In 16”? And how about something cold to go 
with that sir? Coke perhaps?

You:  Thrill me.

J.A.R.V.I.S: Your order has been placed sir. Your pizza 
will take approximately 20 minutes to be delivered. And 
sir, May I recommend you to please watch your calorie 
intake? Your belt notches have gone up significantly in 
the past few months.

You: Come on man, gimme a break!

J.A.R.V.I.S: If you'd like, I can also create a well-balanced 
diet plan that you can completely ignore.

The most remarkable thing about machine learning is that no human being has 
programmed a computer to perform any of the stunts described above. In fact, 
no human could. Programmers have, rather, fed the computer a learning 
algorithm, exposed it to terabytes of data—hundreds of thousands of images or 
years' worth of speech samples—to train it, and have then allowed the computer 
to figure out for itself how to recognize the desired objects, words, or sentences

Sourav Bhattacharya
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The best way to get there is to drive over from 
Coimbatore, via Pollachi which is 44 Km from 
Parambikullam. Parambikulam Tiger Reserve sits quiet 
in the Nelliampathy - Anamalai landscape of the 
Southern Western Ghats in India, in the Palakkad 
District of Kerala. It offers the best in lush flora, with 
waterfalls that cascade on to the roads; your cue to 
stop and just sit around drinking in all the beauty that 
nature packs in.  

There are tree top cottages to rent out for Rs. 3000 per 
night. The tree-top cottage I rented hung over the lake, 
and chilling out on the balcony after sunset with the 
glassy lake beneath you was peaceful and invigorating, 
like breathing right after a long time!  I was lucky it was 
a full moon night, and all you could see in the moonlight 
was acres of jungle with the small lake dotting it; 
picture perfect! Visitors have a great choice of 
accommodation to choose from; there is the 'bear hut' 
that costs around Rs. 4000 per night on weekdays 
among other choices.

I had to get permission from the forest department to 
enter the core jungle (core area of 390.89 kms out of 
the total area of 643.66 SqKm), and subsequently 
introduced to Devasi – a native, who was to be my local 
guide.  We hired a jeep, and with Devasi having the keys 
to all the chained and locked jungle trail heads, we 
drove in to the core jungle.  

Within five minutes in the core jungle, the place was 
full of bison and deer feeding peacefully. The bisons 
were huge and deceptive and seemed unconcerned 
about our presence though I was told they attack 
anything, often without warning or apparent reason. 
The deer grazed peacefully, gentle in their typical doe-

If you are a wildlife junkie, 
Parambikulam will give you the 
rush. It is as good as it gets with 
bison, deer, bears, elephants, 
peacocks, monkeys, varieties of 
birds, and flora to kick your senses.

Parambikulam
 Tiger Reserve

Bindu Vijayan

Travelogue
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eyed beauty, some with huge antlers almost as tall as 
the bison.  There were packs of elephants feeding on 
trees, the adults regal looking while their calves 
frolicked with each other. 

The animals looked gentle and harmless but Devasi 
warned me that going near them would agitate them 
and the harm they can cause would perhaps have our 
jeep and the three of us flattened out in no time! 
Though we heard bear grunts on that trip we didn't spot 
one and we had to get back after a couple of hours as 
the rain was making it impossible to drive thru more of 
the jungle.  I was promised a night safari as part of the 
tour package I had signed up for and was looking 
forward to going back there in the night.

We got out of the jungle and drove around the regular 
forests – the place is full of teak tree plantations and 
tiny hamlets in between. I had a deal with Devasi who 
got his wife to cook for me instead of dining in the 
local restaurants. So dinner had Devasi 
unwinding over a glass of rum, his wife 
making hot rotis and curried shrimp, 
and both of them chattering away 
about their jungle adventures.  They 
got me so engrossed in their 
anecdotes, Devasi even had a battle 
scar from one episode - he showed me 
his right arm that had been mauled by a 
bear, it was a ghastly sight, the wound 
had healed badly, and to me it looked like a 
lot of his forearm was bitten off!  His wife 
smiled at my shocked expression and continued with 
her stories about croc eggs that she cooks whenever 
she finds them, she said they taste like soft boiled 
potatoes!  That's the thing about living amongst the 
natives, you get to witness their way of life, easy and 
unhurried, so different from the rush and stress of our 
daily life.  Corporate life and our fiscal thirsts seemed so 
unnecessary to me in that setting.

After dinner we were back in the jeep, this time Devasi's 
wife was with us too. The jungle at night – a plethora of 
eyes glowing in the dark on either side of the jeep!  As 
we passed them we realized they were mostly bison, 
hundreds of them, and a few deer. It was eerie at its 
extreme best, with the night sounds of buzzing insects 
so loud that it killed the noise made by our jeep. As we 
drove past, we saw fat snakes crossing the path and we 
stopped with our headlights on to allow them to pass. 

It's not something for the faint hearted, but thats the 
jungle thrill for you, isn't it? Who wants everything safe 
on an adventure like that.  We turned back in about 45 
minutes, kinda relieved, kinda sad it was over. But there 
was one more safari I had booked into, it was scheduled 
for early morning the next day, at 6 am. So, it was back 
to my tree hut, with Devasi and his wife offering to 
sleep out in the verandah that overhangs the lake. I 
accepted their offer gladly as the night sounds included 
bear grunts, unidentifiable things scratching the 
thatched roof of the tree hut, and monkeys chattering. I 
realized I wouldn't know what to do if a bear strolled up 
to my hut.

The next morning our jeep reported at 5.30 am, the 
driver came up with a flask of hot tea, sweet and strong 
the way natives drink it. It was exhilarating to live and 
eat like the natives, drinking their tea and staring out 
into morning lake with no rushed agenda was a great 

change from my city life.

The morning ride was thru another part 
of the core jungle, the dew still fresh on 

the trees shone like jewels. Monkeys 
woke up and startled the deer, and 
the deer ran in hoards in their 
morning euphoria, breathing the 
fresh air into their sin-free hearts. I 

realized what it was to feel one with 
nature, there wasn't me a tourist 

amongst them any longer, I was an 
extension of their morning life, a silent witness 

to the richness of nature living undisturbed and trouble 
free. The highlight of that morning? A bear family! We 
saw them moving along in their slow pace, eating, 
barking trees, ripping leaves off them easily.  As it 
brightened, we got off the jeep and walked a bit to 
check for the elusive pug marks. No luck, it's their 
territory, and you respect their code of dignified 
unhurried life, so maybe next time!

You want to hit the place? Here are the details - 
http://parambikulam.org/home.php - I cant do justice 
to the place due to lack of print space here, but, if you 
enjoy nature and wild life, here is a good place to lose 
yourself in, the birds there will wake you to their special 
forest songs, the lake rises with the sun to shimmer you 
with its magic, the jungle speaks a special language, its 
mystique and beauty will draw you back into it many 
times over…
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THE Reading Lounge

This month Pulse's theme revolves around 'Machine Learning', the 
rapidly adopted technology across businesses. Our Reading lounge 
will feature 'Smart Machines' – systems that use machine learning 
and machine to machine technologies to learn continuously, and 
moreover apply the learnings for providing unanticipated results with 
less human intervention.

The Smart Machines era will be the most disruptive in the history of IT

- Forbes

Though at an ever evolving stage, Smart Machines have already 
raised speculations on how well they would work and anticipations 
on the profits and the mammoth changes they can bring to the 
corporate mesh. True to Gartner' s prediction on Smart machines that 
it would attract steady IT investment from businesses, the industry's 
keen viewers had observed how the giants like IBM, Microsoft, 
Facebook and Google and other relatively small players have got into 
the niche space when it began as a mere ripple. Now with stable 
Smart Machine capabilities and a steady current of progress to look 
forward, they will be ready to ride the wave. 

Our Reading lounge will feature a single book that would talk how 
automation and augmentation needs to go hand in hand to prepare 
ourselves for a mutual future with the machines. We will also talk 
about a challenge that had made the world understand the potency 
of one of our huge unnatural resources – data and also about a 
conference that deals with smart machines, their foreseen future and 
our reshaping future that will be closely knit to theirs.

Smart Machines - Ride the Wave By Mary Sreeja
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Only Humans Need Apply: Winners and Losers in the 
Age of Smart Machines

By Thomas H. Davenport and Julia Kirby

Hearsays, techno-rumors and conjectures about the 
man-machine dichotomy and their uncertain and 
highly predicted future have been an intense discussion 
always. The book 'Only Humans Need Apply: Winners 
and Losers in the Age of Smart Machines' clearly banks 
on this discussion though with more techno-optimism 
about the rise in automation and explores how 
professionals from various industries can find suitable 
careers in the future as envisaged by the authors. 

The IT world's barely-there love for fallible humans and 
their unending confidence in the continuous 
improvement of machines have been always the 
source of this disturbing question - Do humans still 
have an important role to play in our automated lives 
which are increasingly controlled by sophisticated 
algorithms and seemingly smarter machines?

In Only Humans Need Apply, Thomas Davenport and 
Julia Kirby answers the question with clarity and 
conviction and argues that human race will relentlessly 
parse the uncertain future - the key being 
augmentation that would help both humans and 
machines work better, smarter, and faster and in 
harmony. Instead of viewing these machines as 
competitive interlopers, we can see them as catalyst 
and collaborators in creative problem solving as we 
move into the next era. The choice is ours.

“Stepping up,” or being smarter than machines at 
seeing the big picture; 

“Stepping aside,” choosing jobs machines cannot do; 

“Stepping in,” being the person who can be a bridge 
between machines and humans.

Smartdust is coming…..

A camera in the size of a salt Grain? Pixie Dust of 
remote sensor chips to track enemy movements? 
Scatter hundreds of tiny sensors around a building to 
monitor temperature? 

Looks like a scene from a high level techno sci-fi movie? 
Definitely not… They are real and functioning. It is the 
'SMART DUST'. 

Miniaturization is one of the most world-shaking 
trends of the last several decades and Smartdust is a 
crucial beginning to the newly awed technology. Smart 

Dust is a combination system of many tiny micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) such as sensors, 
robots, or other devices, that can detect, for example, 
light, temperature, vibration, magnetism, or chemicals.

Smart Dust will lead to a plethora of novel devices with 
tremendous impact on biotechnology, medical 
engineering, and safety/security monitoring. 
Whatever the future holds, this is a terrific beginning. 

The Netflix Game that changed the rules forever 

Few challenges are not only to be won. They can 
redirect courses, reframe thinking patterns and 
altogether change the way the world normally thinks. 
One such challenge was the Netflix Prize. 

Netflix, an online DVD-rental and video streaming 
service, started an open competition for the best 
collaborative filtering algorithms to predict user ratings 
for films, based on previous ratings without any other 
information about the users or films, i.e. without the 
users or the films being identified except by numbers 
assigned for the contest.

On 21 September 2009, the grand prize of US$1,000,000 
was given to the BellKor's Pragmatic Chaos team which 
bested Netflix's own algorithm for predicting ratings by 
10.06%. The Netflix Prize competition has proffered 
hard proof of a basic crowdsourcing concept: Better 
solutions come from unorganized people who are 
allowed to organize organically. 

Smart Machines Conferences – Las Vegas 

The 'Smart Machines Conference – 2016' held in Las 
Vegas, focuses on the influence of these digital 
disruptors on rapidly changing business landscapes 
and daily life of people. The conference covers various 
range of topics as outlined below:

- Virtual reality assistants (e.g., Siri)

- Intelligent agents 

- Expert systems (e.g., medical decision support 
systems, smart grid)

- Embedded software 

- Autonomous robots (including self-driving 
vehicles)

- Purpose-built smart machines (such as neural 
computers/neural computers)

- Role of Cloud, Big Data, IoT, Robotics as Smart 
Machine enablers
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Tech-Watch

These AI Traffic Lights 
Could Shorten Your Commute

Bindu Vijayan

Pittsburgh is installing traffic lights controlled by artificial intelligence, and 
they could be coming to your city soon.

Your commute could get a lot shorter without you even knowing thanks to 
traffic lights with artificial intelligence brains inside.

Over the past couple years, a startup named Surtrac has been mentally 
upgrading traffic lights in Pittsburgh with artificial intelligence. These 
lights collect data on the amount of traffic from cameras and radar signals, 
and the network of lights coordinates to ensure that all the traffic passes 
through intersections as fast as possible.

The AI system began with nine intersections in Pittsburgh's East Liberty 
neighborhood in 2012 and has quietly expanded to 50 intersections. The 
startup plans to implement their network across the whole city. Then, it is 
expected to take this technology to other cities around the country.

The technology involves a series of lights that use artificial intelligence to 
get as many cars through each intersection as possible. The system is 
decentralized, which means each light is only responsible for one 
intersection. The lights coordinate by sending information on incoming 
cars to nearby lights. This technique reduces the load on the network and 
makes it easier to scale up.

Surtrac also plans to enable the system to communicate directly with cars. 
Such a system could notify drivers of traffic conditions in advance. It could 
also prioritize certain types of traffic, such as emergency vehicles or city 
buses.

This AI network has so far reduced travel time for drivers by 25 percent, 
and time spent idling in traffic by 40 percent. It is also estimated to reduce 
emissions by 21 percent, based on Surtrac's own numbers.

Unfortunately, there isn't a definitive deadline for when AI traffic lights 
will be exported outside of Pittsburgh to other U.S. cities. But with the 
advent of self-driving cars quickly approaching, chances are it'll be sooner 
than later.

Source: IEEE Spectrum

http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/infrastructure/a23438/
ai-traffic-lights-pittsburgh/
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WORK ANNIVERSARIES

Gopinathan Sivasubramanian

We extend our best wishes to 
you on your 17th anniversary 
of service!! We have enjoyed 
y o u r  d e d i c a t i o n  a n d  
enthusiasm.

Jayakanthan

Congratulations on your 
career milestone (10 years).  
We are proud of  your 
dedication and hard work; you 
are a good role model to all.

Roopa Manickam

We are proud of you and your 
accomplishments for last 13 
years. We are confident that 
you will continue with even 
m o r e  s u c c e s s e s .  
Congratulations!! Kishore Kumar Panneerselvam

Many congratulations to you 
for completing 9 years with 
GAVS!! May you continue to 
be a remarkable worker in 
our company.
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I don't know for sure how many credit card & loan 
applications are processed around the world every day, 
but I can guess that the number is in hundreds of 
thousands, if not in millions! Now imagine the sheer 
amount of financial risk associated with the approval of 
credit sanction & disbursement to even 20% of the 
number of received applications. Fraud costs the 
financial industry approximately $80 billion annually; 
U.S. credit and debit card issuers alone lost $2.4 billion 
in the past year. And for individual victims of fraud, the 
experience can be costly and even lead to identity 
theft, which can take years to resolve. If only there was 
a way to help prevent fraud and save both the 
individual and the credit industry, in one shot.

If you're thinking that the credit industry isn't that daft 
to be not using some mechanism to prevent and detect 
fraud, you're absolutely right. Trouble is, that we 
humans have a tendency to figure out how to beat the 
system faster than one can say abracadabra. So while 
fraud detection so far has been based on a set of rules, 
such as flagging ATM withdrawals over a certain limit, 
or credit card purchases that take place outside a card 
holder's place of birth or home country, these rules are 
easily bent and can be quite simply broken. Time then, 
for a new era in fraud detection to evolve.

Rather than singling out specific types of transactions, 
using machine learning, data scientists can now build 
models that can detect fraudulent patterns. The model 
analyzes historical transaction data and then is used to 
process and work on a large amount of financial 
transactions as they happen in real time, also called as 
stream computing. 

The probability of any current transaction being 
declared as a fraudulent transaction is determined by 
looking at the fraud score that is assigned to each 
transaction by the model. The model is then 
customized to work on any particular customers or 
client's data, and is periodically updated so as to 
include and cover new fraudulent patterns. 

The model uses three types of machine learning 
algorithms for risk management: linear, neural 
network, and deep learning. Experience has shown 
that in many cases, the most effective approach is to 
use all three at once. While running linear algorithms to 
detect fraud is an established practice, the question 
remains on whether we can separate the good from the 
bad with one straight line.

Data scientists soon realized that running linear 
algorithms doesn't work because the world, of course, 
is not linear. So instead of saying one line can separate 
the world of good from bad, they decided to use 
multiple lines or curve the lines. Within that category 
are the familiar neural networks, which imitate how 
neurons work in the human world. 

Also, a lot of algorithms are tree-based, mimicking a 
human being when we have to make a judgment -- for 
example, we would say if it's raining, we'll take an 
umbrella. Neural net algorithms were developed 
decades ago, but today's modern computing 

Fight The Fraud: 

Mélange

How Machine Learning Aids Fraud Detection

Sourav Bhattacharya
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infrastructure -- along with the enormous quantity of 
data we can now throw at those algorithms -- has 
increased neural net effectiveness by an enormous 
magnitude. Now while the conceptual model is all well 
and good, it still doesn't matter if it can't help detect 
and prevent fraud!

So, a large U.S bank recently implemented the machine 
learning & fraud detection model in their business 
model to help analyze credit card transactions. This 
was the final result:

In the FinTech industry, measuring risk is critical. The 
overall goal is to figure out what's fraudulent and 
what's not as quickly as possible, before too much 
financial damage has been done. So how does it all 
work? And who's winning in the arms race between the 
thieves and the financial institutions? 

For a bank, trust is their brand. They have to decide in a 
couple of hundred milliseconds whether a transaction 
is a good transaction, in which case they need to give it 
the best and the fastest and the most convenient 
experience, or is it a potentially malicious transaction 
and they have to insert some friction? The recent 
progress on the infrastructure side enables the 
application of a neural network in a practical payment 
risk management world possible. 

Quickly determining trustworthy customers and 
putting them in the express lane to a transaction is a key 
objective, using caching mechanisms to run relational 
queries and linear algorithms, among other 

For a bank, trust is their brand. They have 
to decide in a couple of hundred 
milliseconds whether a transaction is a 
good transaction, in which case they 
need to give it the best and the fastest 
and the most convenient experience, or 
is it a potentially malicious transaction 
and they have to insert some friction?

techniques. The more sophisticated algorithms apply 
to customers who may be problematic, which slows 
down the system a bit as it acquires more data to 
perform in-depth screening.

A machine learning algorithm for fraud detection 
needs to be trained first by being fed the normal 
transaction data of lots and lots of cardholders. 
Transaction sequences are an example of this kind of 
training data. 

A person may typically fill fuel one time a week, go 
grocery shopping every two weeks and so on. The 
algorithm learns that this is a normal transaction 
sequence. After this fine-tuning process, credit card 
transactions are run through the algorithm, ideally in 
real time. 

It then produces a probability number indicating the 
possibility of a transaction being fraudulent (for 
instance, 97%). If the fraud detection system is 
configured to block any transactions whose score is 
above, say, 95%, this assessment could immediately 
trigger a card rejection at the point of sale.

What we refer to as big data and machine learning 
today will tomorrow simply be integrated into the 
fabric of computing. As the major cloud providers open 
up those capabilities to all developers, the stage is set 
for a new wave of applications that will be much more 
intelligent than before. 

And while machine learning and stream computing 
technologies can't predict the future, they will allow 
financial institutions to make smarter decisions and 
work to prevent fraud before it happens.
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It is indeed a proud moment to see Indian 
companies targeting on Machine learning. 
The technology which has been under 
research and development by a few tech 
giants like Google and IBM has spread for a 
good reason and below are the few startups 
which focus to provide ground breaking 
services to the end user.

Startups implementing Machine Learning By Anish Sreenivasan

Founded by : 

Navneet Sharma and Debashish 
Pattnaik, started on September 
2014, in Bengaluru

Snapshopr helps online retailers 
improve their retention and 
conversion numbers using their image search platform. 
This in turn helps the end users to find out what they 
want at the click of a button. All it takes for an end user is 
to take the photo of what they like and they have it for 
instant purchase.

Snapshopr:

Founded by : 

A d a r s h  N a ta r j a n  a n d  
Abhishek Mishra, started in 
2012, in Bengaluru

Aindra is one of the top 10 startups in India providing 
several services which include Smart attendance for 
enterprises, college campus and health care industry. 
Aindra has also a pending patent technology named 
“Drishti” which provides handheld devices with inbuilt 
cameras like smartphones, tablets and laptops, the 
ability to detect and identify people. Aindra has 
developed this based on Mobile visual identification and 
Recognition system.

Aindra systems:

Founded by : 

Ram Prakash H, 

in 2010, in Chennai

Tachyon technologies focusses on its transliteration 
product named “Quillpad” which has emerged as one of 
the best transliteration applications for the end users. 
Quillpad has lot of variants which include Quillpad writer, 
roaming, touch and SwitchIt. The recent Quillpad touch is 
one of the useful technology which is enabled with 
handwritten gesture recognition, the user could 
transliterate from a range of selected languages.

Tachyon Technologies:

Founded by : 

Anurag Shah,  Ashish Tanna 
and Nitin Purohit in Singapore

Aureus analytics is another Indian startup which has its 
base setup in Singapore. Aureus is a provider of Big Data 
& Predictive Analytics products for insurance and banking 
sector that empower insights at the point of decision.  
One of the big players in machine learning in the above 
mentioned sectors, they have a couple of more offices 
one in India and the other one in the United States.

Aureus Analytics:

Founded by : 

A group of researchers in Bengaluru

HashResearch labs is an emerging 
startup which actively builds data analytic and 
visualization inhouse. They have a list of products which 
include LitmusBI which helps making better business 
decisions using data driven approach. Algorithimic, a 
developer community for practicing functional 
programming and machine learning challenges. Pranaah, 
which they foresee as the next best search engine which 
helps to find the best healthcare providers

Hash Research Labs:
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